Tiberiu Brăilean, Knowledge into Beauty HSS, vol. II, no. 1 (2013): 7-8 8 live the Beauty-of-the-Unity-that-is. The one that does not hurt, the redeeming one, the non-other. Ugliness doesn't even exist, how can one write its history, like Umberto Eco; ugliness is Beauty in potentiality, in becoming. But Beauty doesn't have history, it simply exists. It would be as if we wrote a history of the present continuous, a history of the nothing that gets us closer to a Being, as the "nothing nothings," like Heidegger used to say. The nothing is only the "veil of Being," or the "veil of Isis." Thus the very Beauty of the Being can be intuited, and only intuited, as it cannot be seen en plein jour. But the nothing and the Being have the same fundamental structure. They succeed each other in a revelatory way. Language is not of great help here, we simply understand.
Beauty simply exists, but the intuition of Beauty is a fundamental occurrence, both a process and a phenomenon, an inner and a universal one. "The Being-in-the-World is the state of not being hidden that occurs" according to the same Heidegger. The Being and the human being reveal themselves. Thus, the world is filled with light and so is the historical human being, becoming a radiant "opening place," capable of knowledge into Being, of evolution into Beauty. Beauty comes forward, starting from nothing. Beauty is not "embodied" by a human being, human being is embodied by Beauty, that is the real subject in the occurring of the revealed world. It is in its light that our theandric destiny is rooted. In conclusion, true Knowledge consists in the intuition of Beauty (and) the manifestation of the nothing.
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